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Project Idea & Initiators

- Pro bono initiative of different e-commerce experts
- Objective: create a simple solution to quickly support 

local merchants
- Software will be developed as a collaborative Open 

Source project via Github

Supported by



Local Merchant

Unexpected losses in sales
Limited availability / product range

Lack of visibility for consumers
Lack of possibilities to establish contact

Local Consumer

Lack of provision with (basic) supplies
Loyal to regular merchant

Uncertain information situation
High readiness to help

Current Situation



Downtown Portal

- Securing the visibility of local merchants
- Overview of all local providers within one organisation (e.g. 

„City Initiative Münster“)
- Status updates from local providers (e.g. on limited opening

hours)
- Customers can explicitly filter for basic supplies
- Merchants and consumers can quickly establish contact



Downtown Shop

- Simplified, digital storefront
- Focus on information around merchant / offering
- Easy and quick ways to establish contact
- Optional e-commerce functionality



Merchant App

- Simplified creation of products
- Access to product data via Open GTB DB
- Direct allocation of product images
- Overview of incoming orders (coming soon)
- Available for iOs & Android



Voucher Funding

- Merchants are enabled to sell gift coupons
- Customers can support their local merchants by buying coupons

now which they can redeem in-store after the crisis
- Automatic creation of pdf documents for customers and 

merchants
- Administration of coupons via merchant portal
- Redemption of coupons manually or via merchant portal
- Administration & redemption of coupons via merchant app

(coming soon)



Service Bookings

- Providers can offer appointments for services
- Appointments can be offered for free (e.g. customer

advice) or fee-based (e.g. English lessons)
- Customers can directly select an appointment in the shop

and proccess booking via portal checkout
- Optional: automatic creation of a Zoom meeting for the

appointment (coming soon)



Delivery Service

- Organisation can independently create a local delivery network
- Deliverers can register for a specific region
- Merchants can offer those as a shipping method (if avalaible)
- Deliverers receive all information regarding orders/routes

subsequently



Logistics

Customers collect orders themselves
Own delivery service of the merchant

Integration of regional delivery services
Quick technical integration possible via plugin

Full access to data via API supported

Payment

Own processing via merchants possible
Purchase on account already integrated
Extendable through additional solutions

Quick technical integration possible via plugin
Full access to data via API supported



Your support is needed!

- You would like to partcipate in the development of this
project?

- You have a payment solution and want to develop a plugin
for this project?

- You would also like to operate one instance of this
project?

- You have exciting ideas or would like to contribute in 
different ways?

Get in touch with us now – we highly appreciate any kind of contribution!

https://go.downtown.shop/slack https://go.downtown.shop/github

https://go.downtown.shop/slack
https://go.downtown.shop/github

